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Who are we ?

Designer of convergent technologies

Our mission statement

• Prosys is an operator specialized in security, audio-visual and home automation technologies, bringing 
together multidisciplinary talents and skills that have worked for many years with international standards.
We collaborate with international partners around rigorous processes in order to deliver turnkey solutions.

• We identify and integrate convergent technology in the fields of security, audio-visual, unified collaboration 
and home automation that we modulate in the form of solutions intended to make life easier.



Our philosophy

• In order to keep a step ahead in the technological ascent and maintain the avant-garde spirit on which 
we founded Prosys while respecting the budgetary constraints and the most sophisticated requirements 
of each project, 

• We have established a rigorous policy of training, certification and regular monitoring, of our employees, 
with our international partners, with a view to guaranteeing the proper conduct of the various projects, 
often undertaken through the multidisciplinary perspective of our know-how and adjusted costs.



Our collaborative approach

Our business lines

• In the PROSYS logic, each team will have to master all the parameters of its profession before any 
collaboration. This approach allows in the long term to raise the technical level of our collaborators which will 
allow us to stay up to date with the new international trends and to continue to ensure the technological watch.

Audio Solutions Broadcasting

Automation and Building 
management Systems

Security and surveillance
IT solutions

Unified Communication

• Choice of components
• Simulation
• Installation plans
• Planification

STUDY

Designer of converging technologies

• Discovery
• Customer Input
• Determination of objectives
• Pre-study
• Cost estimation
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CONCEPTION

• Customer training
• Documentation
• Technical support
• After sales service

FOLLOW-UP

• Setting up
• Programming
• Tests
• Settings

SET UP
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Our Solutions

• Video systems  
• Alarm systems  
• Intrusion detection  
• Fire detection  
• Parking management  
• Cloud services

• Multimedia and entertainment
• Automation and home automation
• Pool and Spa
• Access control and security
• Video phone system

• Professional IT support  
• Structured wiring (VDI)
• Implementation of infrastructure
• IT security
• Networking

• Multiroom Audio
• Live and Pro sound
• Public Address Systems

• Meeting and conference  
• Videoconference
• Audioconference
• IP telephony and telepresence 
• Video infrastructure

• Production
• Post-production  
• Broadcast

Electronic Security and 
surveillance Solutions

Automation and Building 
management Systems

Unified Communication 

IT Solutions and services

Broadcasting Solutions

Audio Solutions

Passionately designed for your satisfaction





Anxious to effectively meet your expectations, 
we put at your disposal a team of engineers, 
support and assistance technicians with extensive 
experience and know-how certified by our 
international partners to help you solve your 

• Monitoring.
• Video capture and analysis.  
• Recording and storage.  
• Video tracking

• Intrusion, motion and event detection.  
• Notification and Alert.

• Enrolment by badge.
• Management of alarm and 
access control systems.  
• Video verification.

• Intelligent detection.
• Video-based fire detection.  
• Prediction of fire behavior.  
• Prevention of fire spread.  
• Voice alarm.

• Cloud services.  
• Monitoring services.  
• In-Store analysis.

Features

Video systems

Intrusion detection system
Access systems and video 
surveillance

Parking management

Access control system

Fire alarm system

Electronic Security and 
surveillance Solutions

most basic concerns and comply with the most 
stringent and specefic security standards and 
guarantee the sustainability of your business in an 
environment with controlled risk.



"Imagination is more important than 
knowledge."

Albert Einstein



Technological evolution has reached a breathtaking 
level, allowing us to accomplish tasks that we thought 
impossible a few years ago, in just a few minutes. 
However, these new technologies and possibilities are 
putting tremendous pressure on the human brain. 

As a result, each one of us would love to have some sort 
of escape where we can take refuge and get away from 
everyday problems. 

And what could be better than to install this blessed 
little sanctuary in one’s own home? Luckily for us, 
technology has revolutionized the residential and leisure 
environment and fortunately for you, Prosys is putting its 

• Outsourcing
• Remote / on-site support
• Emergency troubleshooting
• Asset maintenance

• Computer cabling
• Organization of cabinets
• Connection of assets

• Configuration of Firewalls
• Auditing
• Data protection
• Backup 

Features

Professional IT support  

IT security

Structured wiring (VDI)

IT Solutions and services
technical skills at your disposal to create this sanctuary 
and put it in your hands.  Prosys provides you with the 
home of your dreams, adapted to your needs and that 
will intuitively satisfy you, both in terms of comfort and 
reassuring safety and security.
Imagine a home that understands you and that, with the 
help of multiple automatic features, can make your life 
easier...

A home equipped with intelligent lighting for the well-
being of your eyes and a movie theater to relax... All this 
with unparalleled security.
 
Do not imagine more. Prosys is there to make your 
dreams come true.

• Switching
• Routing
• WIFI
• Servers
• Iaas  - Paas - SaaS

Sale and installation 
of IT infrastructure

• Management of access and use
authorizations.
• Network management.
• Sharing and collaboration.
• Data management.
• Security and remote supervision.

Networking



"It Is Not Because Things Are Difficult That We Do
Not Dare, It Is Because We Do Not Dare That
They Are Difficult."

Sénèque



S e n s e . S i g h t . S o ul  .

Features

Automation and Building 
management Systems

• Multi-room: Audio & Video.  
• Digital projection.
• Augmented reality.  
• Wall display.  
• Sound system.
• Cinema.

• Intelligent lighting.  
• Automation.
• Energy management.  
• Reception scenarios.

Badge identification and 
enrollment solutions.

Multimedia and entertainment

Access control and security •
Pool and Spa

Automation and home 
automation

However, over time, a new generation of solutions 
is designed for you to catalyze all the intuitive and 
interactive processes available today and make 
your places more pleasant and modern. 

We promise: Efficiency, Modernity  and Originality 
adapted to your needs.

Driven by our desire to innovate, and by our desire 
to impress you, we at Prosys offer you some treats 
worthy of the greatest: new solutions for your 

premises that take them into a new era, equip 
them with innovative technologies and centralize 
your foundation management. 

Your premises will satisfy today and tomorrow 
all requirements in terms of luxury, safety and 
comfort.



"Seeing the possible where others see the 
impossible is the key to success" Charles-Albert Poissant



Features

• EN54 Security voice messaging
• Multizone zone Control
• DSP
• Desk Microphones
• Monitoring and supervision

Public Address Systems
• Central management
• Application control
• DSP
• Indoor Sound
• Home theater

• Line Array
• DSP
• Mixing desks solutions
• Microphones
• Monitoring

Multiroom Audio :

Live and Pro sound

Audio Solutions
Whether in your daily or professional life, our 
desire to satisfy you perfectly encourages us to 
push our limits and give you access to exceptional 
new technologies, capable of transforming 
science-fiction gadgets into present reality and 
highlighting everything you need.
Cutting-edge sound solutions, installed by 
a specialized team, having worked for years 

in acoustic studies and installations on an 
international scale with the most demanding 
standards, that will provide you with solutions 
studied and adapted to your needs and to fill 
your moments with special effects worthy of the 
greatest occasions and events while arranging 
your spaces with dazzling architectural lights 
taking the breath of your guests away.





Features

Unified Communications

• Wireless lighting control.  
• Voice lighting control.  
• Lighting automation.
• Outdoor light.

• Video call management for 
different room sizes.  
• Data sharing and storage.

• Management of audio calls for 
different room sizes. 
• Conference calls.

• Professional multimedia IP phones.

• Video collaboration.
• Firewall and virtualization 
management.
• Video content and asset 
management.

Meeting and conference Audioconference

Videoconference
IP telephony and TV presence

Video Infrastructure

Vote for performance!
In today’s era, a few minutes lost or gained can 
have a considerable impact on major decisions. 
We provide you with solutions adapted to your 
requirements.

In order to guarantee a high level of collaboration 
for your teams and a seamless exchange, 
Prosys provides you with technologies designed 
specifically for your most sophisticated needs 
in the form of turnkey solutions, whether for your 

offices adapted for videoconferencing, to equip a 
convention center or auditoriums.

You will always be able to combine business with 
pleasure by improving your collaborations, with an 
infrastructure, new practical discussion and voting 
systems that are ultra-efficient, developed by a 
team qualified in collaboration and organization 
solutions.





Features

Broadcast and Video

• Video Capture.  
• Capture and playback.  
• Video monitoring.  
• Audio Monitoring.  
• Signal analysis.
• Data visualization.

• Assembly and calibration.  
• Visual effects.
• 3D Animation. 
• Live production.
• Multiview.
• Digitization of films and conversion. 
• Multicamera editing.

• Live video production.
• Storage and recording 
encoding and broadcasting.  
• Broadcast conversion.
• Direct transmission.

Production Diffusion

Post-production

However, over time, a new generation of solutions 
is designed for you to catalyze all the intuitive and 
interactive processes available today and make 
your places more pleasant and modern. 

We promise: Efficiency, Modernity  and Originality 
adapted to your needs.

Driven by our desire to innovate, and by our desire 
to impress you, we at Prosys offer you some treats 

worthy of the greatest: new solutions for your 
premises that take them into a new era, equip 
them with innovative technologies and centralize 
your foundation management. 

Your premises will satisfy today and tomorrow 
all requirements in terms of luxury, safety and 
comfort.



At Prosys, a project is a deployment of all our 
resources to achieve common goals.
Our project-managers ensure the application 
of the project management methodology 
recommended by our international partners to 
guarantee the best results in terms of deadlines, 
quality, and your satisfaction.

All the managers' doors are open to your requests 
for information about our activities, our processes 
and any detailed demonstration of our approach.

ceo@prosys.tn  
cfo@prosys.tn

project-manager@prosys.tn

technical_manager@prosys.tn

support@prosys.tn

We put at your disposal a multidisciplinary team, 
each one expert in its field to advise you and 
ensure that your dreams come true. Whether it is a 
new installation or the extension of an existing one, 
our engineers will be at your side to provide you 
with the best solutions at the best cost.

No one is safe from difficulties of use or installation, 
our help and support service is fully dedicated 
to ensure a quick and efficient resolution of your 
problems.
Do not hesitate to inquire about our wide range 
of service contracts that we have meticulously 
designed to provide you with services adapted to your 
environment and your constraints.

Project-management

Management teamAdministration and management

Project Management

Technical Department

Assistance and support

Our technical team

Assistance and support



Prosys promises answers that align with your standards in order 
to deliver unforgettable experiences and euphoric moments, 
transforming your deepest thoughts into 3D dream worlds.



14, Rue 8612 ZI Charguia I -2035 Tunis
Phone : (+216) 71 10 07 44
Fax : (+216) 71 10 07 45
Website:www.prosys.tn
E-Mail: contact@prosys.tn


